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Whether a student is quietly doing a
task, collaborating with their peers
or participating in a class discussion,
the floor could be their ideal
surrounding. 

Flexible seating in a classroom is
important in today’s society as it
allows each student to learn in an
environment that is suited to them.
Many students, especially younger
ones, enjoy working on the floor or
lower to the ground. While it may
seem disorderly at a quick glance,
they are likely learning best in that
environment.

Allowing learners to find their best
spot can help them to stay calm,
attentive, and productive.



FLOOR LEARNING

Floor Table with Floor RockersSitting low to the ground is sometimes what
some learners, especially the younger ages,
need. Furthermore, some tasks are suited to a
lower table making a comfortable and effective
learning environment. This is the perfect
combination for the floor rocker as learners can
sit low with a lower workstation.

Floor Rockers offer a subtle back
and forth motion, providing an
ergonomic alternative for floor
seating. They are sturdy and safe
with the base covered with a non-
marring black foam padded
cushion to protect fingers. This
also offers the option of deep
pressure therapy for those that
need it.

  2info@accentenvironments.com    www.accentenvironments.com
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Traditional Teaching  Tables 

The Medicine Wheel is a circle divided into four colored sections, each color representing a
different aspect of life. This four person table is a great way to bring the valuable teachings into a
space and may provoke an important conversation.

The floor cushions complement the
floor traditional teaching table well.
They provide comfort for the student
when they are sitting low to the ground.
They are also lightweight and small
making them easy to transport and
store.

Traditional Teaching  Tables 

Floor Rockers offer a subtle back and forth motion, providing
an ergonomic alternative for floor seating. They are sturdy
and safe with the base is covered with a non-marring black
foam padded cushion to protect fingers. This also offers the

option of deep pressure therapy for those that need it.
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This rug reinforces the seven basic virtues that
form the foundation of the native North American
lifestyle. This rug can act as a comfortable piece
in your classroom environment as well as a point
of discussion. Children can use this rug as a
learning tool to understand the history behind
this and how they can apply it to their daily lives.  
 

Traditional Teachings 

In native cultures, the Medicine Wheel represents
the interconnectivity of physical, emotional,
mental, and spiritual realities. Use this carpet to
honor and create discussions about the important
teachings of the First Nations, Métis, and Inuit
peoples.

SIZE                                          SHAPE
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

5'4                                                  Round
7'7"                                                Round

       13'2"                                             Round                                        
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Rugs in your classroom are not only for comfort, but they
can be used as a learning tool.  With the alpha-dot rug,
young children can learn the alphabet and teachers can
use the dots in the corners as a beginning lesson in
fractions.

SIZE                                          SHAPE
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

5'4" x 7'8"                                 Rectangle
8' x 10'9"                                  Rectangle

        10'9" x 13'2"                          Rectangle

The ABC Animal Rug is a
colorful rug with a border of
animals ranging from a snail
to a whale! 

SIZE                                          SHAPE
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

5'4" x 7'8"                                  Rectangle 

5'4" x 7'8"                                  Oval
7'8" x 10'9"                               Rectangle 

7'8" x 10'9"                               Oval
7'7"                                                Round
10'9" x 13'2"                            Rectangle
10'9" x 13'2"                            Oval
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What rug is suited to your classroom?

  6info@accentenvironments.com    www.accentenvironments.com
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SIZE                                          SHAPE
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

5'4" x 7'8"                                 Rectangle
8' x 10'9"                                   Rectangle

        10'9" x 13'2"                           Rectangle
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Campfire Fun

Bring the outdoors inside with this fun
rug that represents a campfire
atmosphere. Create a circle around the
campfire to brainstorm and exchange
each other's ideas. 
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Campfire Fun

Make your campfire rug more alive
with a tree stump that can be used as
seating in a naturalistic environment.

Made from 100% recycled rubber
material
Safe and environmentally friendly!
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Enjoy the relaxing and inviting sensory textures
of the GreenSpace rugs! These rugs can be
placed anywhere and are comfortable, casual
and are low maintenance. These rugs are
manufactured from premium, eco-friendly
synthetic fibers, and the grass blades are
specifically engineered to resist matting and
crushing.  
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FLOOR LEARNING
GreenSpace

SIZE                                          SHAPE
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

4'x6'                                             Rectangle
4'x 6'                                            Jellybean
6'x 9'                                             Rectangle
6'x9'                                            Jellybean
12'x9'                                          Rectangle
12'x9'                                          Jellybean
7'6"                                               Round
18" (Individual)                    Round
                  

  8info@accentenvironments.com    www.accentenvironments.com

Awesome for
sensory

applications!
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French Rug

FLOOR LEARNING
Spanish Rugs
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Use this rug to introduce a second
language to children! This bilingual tool is
bordered with familiar words both in
English and French. Furthermore, the
center is filled with numbers and the
French alphabet. 

SIZE                                          SHAPE
-------------------------------------------------------------------
        5'4" x 7'8"

        7'8" x 10'9"

 

                  

Rectangle
Rectangle 

Contact us for
more information
on our bilingual

rugs!

Use these rugs as an
introduction to a second
language! These rugs are
bilingual tools with both
Spanish and English objects,
colors, and numbers! 

Other Spanish rugs also available!
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Rugs are perfect for inspired learning centers
where creativity and function are of primary
importance. Children can explore, discover, and
learn with these high-performance rugs,
designed to withstand the most demanding
educational environments. 

  10info@accentenvironments.com    www.accentenvironments.com
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Fom-Pillow
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This foam-filled pillow is a removable,
washable bag filled with small pieces of foam
for long-lasting comfort. Learners can sit on it,
read or comfortably pay attention to the lesson
that is being taught. There are two sizes: 4 foot,
and 6 feet. 

Anderson

This Anderson chair is a comfy foam-filled chair
designed to bring out the creativity in the minds
of the young. When students are on this chair it
naturally reclines them back which allows them
to collaborative, relax, or read a book quietly. It
is lightweight making it easy to transport and
does not take up very much space allowing for
several of them in one room.

36″ x 12″ x 22″H

A variety of colour options available

Bean Bag Chair
Bean bag chairs are perfect seats for schools,
universities, and hospitals as they are easy to
stack, clean and sanitize. 
 
Colour: Graphite Grey
Bean Bag Chairs come with filler 
Small: 31"W x 33"D x 20" H
Large: 37"W x 42"D x 34" H
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Floor Rockers offer a subtle back and forth
motion, providing an ergonomic alternative for
floor seating. They are sturdy and safe with the
base is covered with a non-marring black foam
padded cushion to protect fingers. This also
offers the option of deep pressure therapy for
those that need it.

Bambini Floor Cushions
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These floor cushions provide comfort for the
student when they are sitting low to the ground.
They are also lightweight and small making
them easy to transport and store.

18" x 3"

A variety of colour options options available 

Floor Rockers

The floor cushions can be stored away in this
trolley. The unit is designed to hold 10 cushions
and with its wheels it can be easily moved. This
trolley is designed for students to add and
remove the floor cushions with ease. 

20" x 34"
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Give young students the security of a 'Hug".
Designed to give some compression to a
student when sitting on this chair. 
 
Dimensions: 
29" x 26" x 13"
29" x 26" x 15"
29" x 26" x 17"

Hug Chair
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Rad Pad 

This seat pad can be used both indoors and
outdoors being waterproof, weatherproof,
lightweight and chemical resistant. It also
has a high quality cushioning material used
to make cushioned soles of athletic shoes.
 
The Rad Pad Caddy is designed to hold up
to 10 seat pads and has a top handle for
safety and easy one-handed carrying. 



Traditional Teaching Floor Table

The Medicine Wheel is a circle divided into four
colored sections, each color representing a
different aspect of life. This four-person table is a
great way to bring valuable teachings into a space
and may provoke an important conversation.

Approved by ANSI-BIFMA
testing
Height 14-22"
48" Round table 

 

Clover Floor Table

Legs adjust from 14 1/4" - 22 1/4" to allow
for floor height for any age 
Fusion Maple Top with Silver Legs
Dimensions: 48"D

For some students and tasks, sitting low to the
ground may be just what is needed to create a
comfortable and effective learning environment.
This table is built to the strictest industry quality
standards, and approved by the ANSI-BIFMA
testing laboratory.

 

Build your own floor table!

The Floor Leg Conversion Kit is a set of 4-fully
chromed lower legs. These legs are adjustable
which enable a tabletop height of 14 1/4" to 22
1/4".  Each leg is available with 1 1/4" diameter,
inside holding nylon-based swivel glide. 

FLOOR LEARNING
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Accent projects...

             ...some of them:

Clearsprings Middle School

Attawapiskat School

Steinbach Regional Secondary School

Ryerson School

Ecole George McDowell School

Cat Lake School

Your next project

AC0120

Ontario

North Dakota

 

Think of Accent for:

Office Furniture

Reception Area

Library/Learning Commons

Shops Furniture

Storage Solutions

Staging

Ergonomic

Special-needs Furniture

21st Century Classrooms

Project Managment

Phone   800.665.9378

Fax         866.296.4569

info@accentenvironments.com

www.accentenvironments.com

 

Head Office

#211 -2nd Ave North

Stonewall, Manitoba R0C 2Z0

 

Not responsible for errors in printing.  Certain photos may differ slightly from items on hand.


